Logic tuple centres have shown that logic-based languages can be effectively exploited not only for building individual agents and enabling interagent communication in multi-agent systems, but also for ruling inter-agent communication so as to build social behaviours. In this paper, we formally define the notion of logic tuple centre as well as the operational semantics of the logic-based language ReSpecT for the behaviour specification of logic tuple centres. For this purpose, we exploit a general semantic framework for asynchronous distributed systems allowing a coordination medium to be formally denoted in a separate and independent way with respect to the whole coordinated system. This shows that a logic-based coordination medium does not limit agents and coordination languages to be logic-based, but may instead enable agents of different sorts and technologies to be combined and coordinated in an effective way by exploiting a logic-based approach.
agents have typically to deal with incomplete information unpredictably coming from heterogeneous sources in different formats.
In this context, new models and technologies are emerging which focus on interaction as an independent dimension in the modelling and engineering of hardware and software systems. In particular, research on coordination models and languages [30, 31, 32, 5, 20, 8, 29] is providing computer scientists and engineers with the abstractions, languages and tools needed to shape and manage the space of agent
In the remainder of this paper, we introduce and formally define the notion of logic tuple centre, as well as the syntax and operational semantics of the logic-based language ReSpecT for the specification of the behaviour of logic tuple centres. For this purpose, we exploit the general semantic framework for asynchronous distributed systems introduced in [22] , which makes it possible to formally denote a coordination medium in a separate and independent way with respect to the globality of a coordinated system. Among the many consequences, this shows that a logic-based coordination medium does not restrict neither agents nor coordination languages to be logic-based. Instead, it promotes heterogeneity in multi-agent systems by enabling agents of different sorts and technologies to be combined and coordinated exploiting a logic-based approach.
primitive is the sum of the effects of the primitive itself and of all the reactions it triggers, perceived altogether as a single-step transition of the tuple centre state.
So, reactions are executed in such a way that the observable behaviour of a tuple centre in response to a communication event is still perceived by agents as a singlestep transition of the tuple centre state, as in the case of tuple spaces. However, unlike a standard tuple space, whose state transitions are constrained to adding, reading or deleting one single tuple, the perceived transition of a tuple centre state can be made as complex as needed. This makes it possible to decouple the agent view of the tuple centre (perceived as a standard tuple space) from the actual state of a tuple centre, and to relate them so as to embed the coordination laws governing the multi-agent system. As a result, a tuple centre allows in principle coordination rules to be explicitly defined and embedded into the coordination medium -that is, actually, where they conceptually belong.
ReSpecT tuple centres
A logic tuple centre is then a tuple centre where both the communication tuples and the reaction specification language are logic-based. The ReSpecT language [12] is a logic-based language for the specification of the behaviour of tuple centre. As a behaviour specification language, ReSpecT
• enables the definitions of computations within a tuple centre, called reactions, and
• makes it possible to associate reactions to communication events occurring in a tuple centre.
So, ReSpecT has both a declarative and a procedural part. As a specification language, it allows communication events to be declaratively associated to reactions by means of specific logic tuples, called specification tuples, whose form is reaction(E,R ). In short, given a communication event Ev , a specification tuple reaction(E,R) associates a reaction Re to Ev , where Re = R θ and θ = mgu(E , Ev ). As a reaction language, ReSpecT enables reactions to be procedurally defined in terms of sequences of logic reaction goals, each one either succeeding or failing. A reaction as a whole succeeds if all its reaction goals succeed, failing otherwise, and is executed sequentially with a transactional semantics: so, a failed reaction has no effect on the state of a logic tuple centre. The main ReSpecT predicates for reactions goals are reported in Table 1 along with an informal description of their semantics.
All the reactions triggered by a communication event are executed before serving any other event: so, agents perceive the result of serving the communication event and executing all the associated reactions altogether as a single transition of the tuple centre state. As a result, ReSpecT makes it possible to make the effect of a communication primitive on a logic tuple centre as complex as needed by the coordination needs of a multi-agent system. Generally speaking, since ReSpecT has [12] , any computable coordination law can be in principle encapsulated into a ReSpecT tuple centre. A ReSpecT tuple centre is conceptually structured in two parts: the tuple space, containing ordinary communication tuples, and the specification space, containing specification tuples. This distinction suggests two levels of abstraction over the space of agent interaction: the communication and the coordination viewpoints. By representing at any time the current state of agent interaction, the state of the space of (ordinary) tuples provides for the communication viewpoint. Instead, the space of the specification tuples provides for the coordination viewpoint, since the behaviour specification of a tuple centre governs inter-agent communication, and specification tuples actually define agent coordination rules. On the other hand, since both spaces in a ReSpecT tuple centre can be seen as collections of unitary logic clauses, they may in some sense be taken as theories of communication and coordination, respectively [24] . Since agents can in principle access both the tuple space and the specification space in a uniform way, they can at any time choose to adopt either the communication or the coordination viewpoint over the multi-agent system they belong to. So, the logic-based approach of ReSpecT enables in principle agents to reason on the system status and behaviour by taking both the communication and the coordination theories into account, and provide agents with the chance of reaction( out(chops(C1,C2)), ( in r(chops(C1,C2)),
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Several examples of ReSpecT-defined coordination rules can be found in [12] and [27] . Following, Subsection 2.3 reports a simple example from [14] in order to help the reader's intuition of how ReSpecT works.
Showing some ReSpecT
In the classical Dining Philosopher problem, N philosopher agents share N chopsticks and a spaghetti bowl. Each philosopher needs two chopsticks to eat, but each chopstick is shared by two adjacent philosophers: so, the two chopsticks have to be acquired atomically to avoid deadlock, and released atomically to ensure fairness.
In a (logic) tuple space, chopsticks could be represented either singly (chop(i ) for the i -th chopstick) or as pairs (chops(i,j ) for the two adjacent chopsticks i and j ). The first choice would be the most natural for the domain, but could easily lead to deadlock if a philosopher is not enabled to get atomically the two chopsticks he needs. The second choice would solve the deadlock problem, but would introduce the problem of ensuring a coherent domain representation: for instance, once chops(3,4) has been taken, also chops(2,3) and chops(4,5) should be no longer available. Insteead, ensuring deadlock avoidance with the first choice would require philosophers to agree on a locking protocol, such as a semaphore tuple to be taken from the tuple space before getting chopsticks, and to be released just after. This would call for a global agreement among agents, which does not cope well with the typical openness of Internet-based multi-agent systems. Even more, since there is no way to enforce the laws of coordination, there would be no means to ensure that a philosopher always adhere to the required locking protocol: a philosopher agent could try to get chopsticks without synchronising on the semaphore tuple first.
So, from the agents' viewpoint, the most natural choice is to represent chopsticks as pairs to be acquired/released, while the application domain suggests that chopsticks are represented singly. Accordingly, a philosopher willing to eat should acquire the chopstick pair he needs by means of a single in(chops(i,j )) operation, and release it after eating by means of a single out(chops(i,j )) operation.
Of course, the result of such operations should be the atomic removal / insertion of both chop(i ) and chop(j ) tuples from the tuple space, transparently to the performing agent.
By adopting a ReSpecT tuple centre, this can be achieved by embedding the required coordination laws into the tuple centre in terms of ReSpecT reactions, thus also waiving agents from directly handling coordination. The ReSpecT code in Table 2 actually makes a tuple centre behave so as to mediate between the agents' representation of chopsticks and the tuple space one. For instance, if a philosopher releases chopsticks 2 and 3 through an out(chops (2,3) ) operation, reaction 1 in Table 2 would cause the removal of tuple chops (2, 3) , and the subsequent insertion of tuples chop(2) and chop(3) -atomically, from the agent's viewpoint. This makes the emission of the tuple chops(2,3) by a philosopher actually result in the presence of two tuples chop(2) and chop(3) in the space of the tuples, thus mediating as required between the two different chopstick's representations. Analogously, reactions (2) to (6) ensure that a dual behaviour is obtained when a philosopher requires its chopstick pair by means of a in(chops(i,j )) operation, also handling the case of agent's suspension by means of a required(i,j ) tuple.
Being formal 3.1 Notation & syntax
ReSpecT adopts the typical syntactic conventions of logic languages like Prolog: in the following we denote the set of the variables as V, the set of the function symbols as Σ, and the set of the predicate symbols as Π. If τ is the set of the terms built from Σ and V, and γ is the set of the ground terms built from Σ, then F is the set of the atomic formulae, built applying predicate symbols of Π to terms of τ.
In ReSpecT, both logic tuples and tuple templates are atomic formulae. As a result, if T denotes the tuple language and T the tuple template language, T = T = F holds, so that the space of ordinary tuples in a ReSpecT tuple centre is a multi-set of atomic formulae. Correspondingly, the definition of the tuple matching predicate M for ReSpecT tuple centres is trivially based on unification, so that, given a tuple t ∈ T = F and a tuple template t ∈ T = F,
that is, tuple t matches template t according to M iff t and t unify.
As a specification language, ReSpecT defines the form of the specification tuples populating the specification space. In particular, a behaviour specification σ ∈ ReSpecT is a (possibly empty) multi-set of specification tuples as defined by the grammar in Table 3 . As a reaction language, ReSpecT defines the set R of the ReSpecT admissible reactions. In particular, R accomplishes the definition of the non-terminal symbol Reaction in Table 3 .
The set O = {out, in, rd, inp, rdp} of the admissible communication operations, and the set O r = {out r, in r, rd r, no r} of the admissible reaction operations include all the operations for writing, accessing and consuming tuples according Finally, agents are denoted via ground terms, so that the ReSpecT agent universe A is the set γ of the ground terms (A = γ). Every ReSpecT logic tuple space is denoted by a ground term, too, and the ReSpecT coordination media universe N coincides again with the set γ of the ground terms (N = γ).
Semantics
According to the framework defined in [22] , a coordination medium is typically suitable for an operational characterisation in terms of an interactive transition system, where the state of communication is the system state, some transitions are triggered by interaction events, and some transitions generate output events. So, in order to formally denote the behaviour of a coordination medium like a ReSpecT tuple centre, we should first define its notion of admissible communication event, then define its behaviour in terms of a transition system. We denote as E the set of all the admissible communication events for a ReSpecT tuple centre. In particular, if o a ? n t ∈ E, a ∈ A = γ denotes the triggering agent, n ∈ N = γ the target tuple centre, o ∈ O the event operation, and t ∈ T ∪ T = F the event tuple. Also, ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑} is the direction of the event, where ↓ denotes a communication event from the triggering agent to the target tuple centre, whereas ↑ and ↑ denote events from the tuple centre to the agent, with a success and failure semantics, respectively (e.g., the answer to a successful or failed inp query). Furthermore, if E r denotes the set of the admissible reaction events, having the same general form o a ? n t as the events of E except that o ∈ O r and ? ∈ {↓, ↑}, then E + = E ∪ E r is the set of the admissible tuple centre events for a ReSpecT tuple centre.
According to Section 2, a logic tuple centre is basically a logic tuple space enriched with a behaviour specification which associates any tuple centre event to a (possibly empty) multi-set of reactions. In particular, if σ ∈ ReSpecT associates event e ∈ E + to reaction R ∈ R, we say that e triggers R according to σ, so that the triggered reaction (e, R) has to be executed by the tuple centre.
The semantics of ReSpecT can now be given in terms of two functions:
• the reaction specification function Z
• the reaction evaluation function E representing the twofold role of ReSpecT as both a specification language and a reaction execution language: in particular, Z defines how ReSpecT associates events to reactions, whereas E encapsulate the ReSpecT conceptual machinery for reaction execution. So, the reaction specification function Z puts communication events and reactions in relation according to the behaviour specification of a tuple centre. More precisely, given a behaviour specification σ ∈ ReSpecT and an event e ∈ E + , Z returns the multi-set Z σ (e) of the reactions triggered by e according to σ. If o ∈ O + is the event operation and t ∈ F is the event tuple of e, then the multi-set Z σ (e) of the triggered reactions is such that
In particular, since Z is defined such that ∀e ∈ E + , Z ∅ (e) = ∅, the behaviour of a tuple centre defaults to the behaviour of a tuple space when σ = ∅, as implied by our definition of tuple centre.
In turn, the reaction evaluation function E encapsulates the effects of reaction execution. In fact, given a logic tuple centre whose behaviour specification is σ and whose logic tuple space is T , E takes a triggered reaction (e, R) ∈ E + × R and T , and returns the pair E σ ((e, R), T ) = (T , Z ), where T represents the new state of the logic tuple space and Z the (possibly empty) multi-set of the newly triggered reactions.
More precisely, the evolution of the execution of a ReSpecT reaction can be described in terms of a sequence of triples G, T, Z σ,e , where G is a sequence of reaction goals, T a multi-set of logic tuples, Z a multi-set of triggered reactions, e ∈ E + a tuple centre event, and σ a behaviour specification. To help intuition, at any step of the sequence G represents the reaction goals yet to be executed, T the current state of the space of ordinary tuples, Z the set of the reactions triggered by reaction goals already executed, whereas e is the event initially triggering reaction execution. Correspondingly, the execution of a triggered reaction (e, R) ∈ E + × R in a ReSpecT tuple centre whose tuple space is T and whose behaviour specification is σ is represented by a sequence whose initial state is R, T, ∅ σ,e . Then, the final state of the sequence, which we denote with R, T, ∅ * σ,e , represents the result of the reaction execution from which E σ ((e, R), T ) can be calculated. In particular, if
), T ) ::= (T, ∅)
This corresponds to the success/failure transactional semantics of ReSpecT reactions: if the sequence of the operations to be executed is empty, reaction R triggered by event e has been executed successfully, and a new tuple set T , along with the newly-triggered reaction set Z , are provided for updating the tuple centre state. Otherwise, the old tuple set T is returned, with no new reactions triggered, so that no changes occur in the tuple centre state.
Transitions occur according to the rules of Table 4 , where, apart from the usual symbols, is used to denote multi-set union. The final state of a sequence is reached whenever either no reaction goals are still to be executed, or there is no applicable rule available. Since each step actually deletes one goal from a reaction, and the number of reaction goals is finite for any reaction, each reaction is ensured to be executed in a finite number of steps. What is worth to be noted is that, as a matter of fact, each rule of Table 4 formally defines the semantics of a ReSpecT reaction predicate, and matches the informal definitions given in Table 1 .
Tuple centre behaviour
According to [22] , the state of a logic tuple space can be expressed as a pair T, W , where T is the multi-set of the logic tuples in the tuple space, and W is the multiset of the pending queries waiting to be served. With respect to a tuple space, the state of a tuple centre also contains triggered reactions in the form of pairs (e, R), recording that reaction R triggered by event e according to behaviour specification σ is currently waiting to be executed. So, the state of a ReSpecT tuple centre can be expressed as a triple T, W, Z σ , where:
• T is the multi-set of the logic tuples currently in the space of the ordinary tuples (∀t ∈ T, t ∈ F)
• W is the multi-set of the pending queries, that is, the agent-triggered requests for tuples accepted by the tuple centre and waiting to be served (∀w ∈ W, w ∈ E)
• Z is the multi-set of the triggered reactions waiting to be executed (∀z ∈ Z, z ∈ E + × R)
and σ ∈ ReSpecT is the tuple centre behaviour specification determining the evolution of the tuple centre state.
where M(t, t ) is true, θ = mgu(t, t ), and ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑}
where M(t, t ) is false for every t in T, and ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑}
where ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑}
where A is a term, θ = mgu(A, a), and ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑}
where N is a term, θ = mgu(N , n), and ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑}
where O is a term, θ = mgu(O, o), and ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑}
where T is a term, θ = mgu(T , t), and ? ∈ {↓, ↑, ↑} Given a tuple centre whose state is T, W, Z σ , we denote as W s the multi-set of the pending queries in W that can be satisfied by some tuple in T according to the matching predicate M. In particular, W s is defined such that if o a ↓ n t ∈ W , where o ∈ {in, rd, inp, rdp}, and ∃t ∈ T such that M(t , t) is true, then o a ↓ n t ∈ W s . Moreover, we denote as W p the multi-set of the pending queries in W corresponding to predicative query operations, that is, those with a success/failure semantics. In particular, W p is defined such that if o a ↓ n t ∈ W and o ∈ {inp, rdp}, then
The operational behaviour of a tuple centre can now be modelled in terms of a transition system with three kinds of admissible transitions:
• listening (−→ l ), taking agent-triggered communication events as inputs
• speaking (−→ s ), returning answers to agents as outputs
• reacting (−→ r ), handling reaction execution Whenever it has no task to accomplish, that is, when there are neither satisfiable queries still pending (W s = ∅), nor predicative queries waiting for an answer (W p = ∅), nor triggered reactions to be executed (Z = ∅), a tuple centre waits for a communication event from an agent: in this state, the tuple centre is listening. When such a communication event reaches the tuple centre, a listening transition is triggered, which takes one of the following forms, depending on the event operation:
where all the symbols retain their usual meanings. In particular, Z σ (o a ↓ n t) represents the multi-set of the reactions triggered by event {o a ↓ n t} according to behaviour specification σ.
When there are still no triggered reactions to be executed, but there is either a satisfiable pending query (W s = ∅) or a predicative query pending without satisfiable queries (W s = ∅ ∧ W p = ∅), a speaking transition is triggered, taking one of the following forms:
if o ∈ {in, inp} and M(t, t ),
All the above rules result in an output event sent back to the triggering agent a as an answer to a query of its, previously recorded as a pending query o a ↓ n t by a listening transition. In particular, the first two rules correspond to successfully served queries, whereas the third one represents the answer to a failed predicative query.
Finally, whenever a triggered reaction is still to be executed, a reacting transition is performed, taking the following form:
where (T , Z ) = E σ (z, T ) results from the execution of reaction z according to the reaction evaluation function E, as defined in Subsection 3.2.
It should be noted that a tuple centre neither receives external events (i.e., no listening transition is enabled) nor serves it pending queries (i.e., no speaking transition is enabled) until it has executed all the triggered reactions (i.e., every admissible reacting transition has been performed). In other words, all the reactions triggered by a communication event according to a tuple centre behaviour specification are executed by the tuple centre before handling any further request from agents. As a consequence, agents perceive the result of any communication event and the effects of its triggered reactions altogether as a whole, as a single transition of the tuple centre state. This is precisely what makes it possible to program a tuple centre so as to exhibit a new observational behaviour, by expressing coordination rules in terms of a reaction specification language, and embedding them into the coordination medium.
Related works and conclusions
Using Prolog as a communication language is not an original approach -for instance, most of the FIPA examples explicitly use Prolog as the content language [17] . However, Agent Communication Languages (like FIPA or KQML [16] ), while effectively focusing on the problems of agent communication, only marginally address the issues of agent coordination [25] -which is instead the central issue in ReSpecT.
With respect to other proposals exploiting logic languages for the coordination of multi-agent systems [33, 1, 3] , the notion of logic tuple centre enhances the notion of logic tuple space with the ability to express the laws for the coordination of multiagent systems in terms of a logic-based language, ReSpecT, and to embed them into the coordination media. The notion of logic tuple centre as defined in this paper has been already exploited by two different models for the coordination of Internet-based multi-agent systems: LuCe [13] and TuCSoN [27] . There, ReSpecT tuple centres have made it possible to show that logic-based languages can be successfully exploited also in the coordination of agent societies, and in particular in the engineering of social behaviours in open, distributed and heterogeneous multi-agent systems [7] .
In this paper, we have formally defined the notion of logic tuple centre as well as the operational semantics of the logic-based language ReSpecT for the specification of the behaviour of logic tuple centres. The semantic framework adopted for this purpose [22] allows a coordination medium to be formally denoted in a separate and independent way with respect to the whole coordinated system. By exploiting the notion of admissible communication event, we were able to fully define the semantics of a ReSpecT tuple centre with no hypothesis on the nature and behaviour of the coordinated agents. So, the adoption of a logic-based coordination medium does not limit agent and coordination languages to be logic-based. Instead, agents of different sorts and technologies can be combined and coordinated through logic tuple centres, as shown for instance in [15] , where both Java-based and Prologbased agents interact and cooperate through a multiplicity of ReSpecT tuple centres in a distributed Internet-based system. Even more, by encapsulating the semantics of the behaviour specification language in two functions (Z and E, Subsection 3.2), we let the notion of tuple centre independent of the behaviour specification language chosen. So, also the reactive tuple space defined by the MARS coordination model for mobile agents [2] can be interpreted as a tuple centre, but with a different language for reaction specifica-tion, and a different model for reaction execution -which are both Java-based. The semantics of a MARS tuple centre may in principle be defined analogously to the ReSpecT one, by defining a specific notion of tuples and templates (as JavaSpaces entries [18] ), a suitable matching predicate, as well as MARS-specific Z and E functions. In this context, in conjunction with the MARS group, we are currently exploring the chance to define a unique, heterogeneous coordination model based on the notion of tuple centre, and combining both logic-based and Java-based languages for inter-agent communication and coordination.
Finally, we are exploring in depth the relationship between the dual issues of coordination and security [10] . In particular, we are currently specialising the notion of logic tuple centre so as to embed basic mechanisms for agent access control, as well as topological abstractions to model distributed systems, again by exploiting a logic-based approach [11] .
